COURSE DESCRIPTION

Far from episodic, protests and social movements staged by minoritized populations create a global force of resistance in the 21st Century. This course will examine the vital role of Latin American collective struggles in this contemporary geography of power, focusing on the late 20th Century to the present day. It will consider how democratization, neoliberalism, and post-neoliberalism have created specific conditions for the emergence of different kinds of subaltern organizing and mobilizing in the region, with special attention to the intersecting politics of class, ethnicity, nation, gender, sexuality and race. It will also critically investigate the ways in which people in Latin America have reshaped the practice and meaning of citizenship through their struggles.

This course is intended to introduce students to the field of theorizing about protest and social movements, and to the politics of the Latin American region broadly conceived through the empirical study of the collective struggles of its peoples. Our readings will be drawn from different scholarly traditions and disciplines — social movement theory, critical race theory and decolonial thought; political science, anthropology and history; and legal, feminist, cultural and ethnic studies. We will read texts that theorize protest and social movements in regional perspective, and theoretically informed case studies and comparisons about El Salvador, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia, Brazil and Argentina.

In considering a variety of theoretical approaches and empirical cases, we will ask broad questions, including the following: How are “protest” and “social movements” conceptualized in different contexts? What structural, institutional, and cultural factors contribute to the emergence of protest and social movements? What is the relationship between protest/social movements and democratic citizenship? How do protest/social movements relate to state institutions, civil society organizations, and international actors? How have social movements resisted or negotiated participation in neoliberal and post-neoliberal models of development? What kinds of identities or alternative visions have been articulated by protest and social movements in Latin America? What are some strategic and discursive innovations of contemporary Latin American movements, and what has been their impact at different levels?
COURSE MATERIALS

Article-length readings can be accessed as follows:

(O) Through permanent links provided in the Course Schedule below.
(S) As PDF scanned copies available on Quercus.

The following books are available for purchase at the UofT Bookstore:


The letter (O) indicates that the book is available online through the Library website, and permanent links are provided.

Note: the library may limit the number of users who can access online books at any given time. Please plan ahead and make appropriate arrangements to access the readings opportune.

The letter (R) indicates that the book is available for 3-hour loan at the Robarts Library Course Reserves (3rd Floor), and that no online or scanned version may be provided.

Additional (R) books have not been ordered for purchase, since we will only use short selections of them. These books are available at the Robarts Library Course Reserves for 3-hour loan:


COURSE REQUIREMENTS

In-class participation (ongoing, 20%). This course will run as a research seminar, and its quality depends on everyone doing all of the assigned readings and coming to class prepared to engage actively in meaningful discussion. Seminar participants will be addressing the readings from a variety of perspectives and backgrounds, and it is crucial that discussions are conducted in a respectful manner, without silencing those who may not agree or who do not have extensive prior knowledge of the subject or the region.
Reading responses (weekly/skip two, 20%). To prepare for class, you will submit a 1-page, single-spaced reading response on Quercus, 24 hours before the seminar meets. The first and the final weeks of the term, as well as the weeks when you present (see below) do not require reading responses. In addition, you can skip two weeks, so that you should submit a total of six reading responses during the term. Reading responses are neither formal papers nor summaries but short, thoughtful engagements with the assigned readings. You should aim to raise questions about the material, identify common themes or contradictions among the readings, establish connections with previous discussions, express agreement or disagreement with the arguments being presented, or apply authors’ insights to current events. To receive full credit for each response paper, you must submit it in a timely manner and share your ideas and questions during class. All reading responses will be graded (satisfactory or unsatisfactory).

Presentations (two times during the term, 25%). You will sign up to present and facilitate discussions twice during the term, working with a partner or two. This will involve: a) meeting with me to discuss your plan; b) providing the class with some questions in advance (by Friday of the week prior to the class); c) preparing a brief presentation — no longer than 15 minutes — that pulls together the readings into some kind of critical framework, relates them to previous weeks’ readings and raises questions for class discussion; and d) facilitating discussion during class in a way that ensures equitable participation and maintains continuity and coherence. You may use a variety of discussion techniques, but at least part of the time should be spent in whole-group discussion.

Final paper (paper proposal + draft bibliography due in class on February 10, 5%; final paper due on April 3 on Quercus, 30%). You will write a final paper that either 1) focuses on a particular empirical case of protest or social movements, drawing on the theoretical perspectives we have discussed; or 2) addresses a particular problem or issue in the literature, such as the relationship between protest/social movements and state institutions, or the ways in which protest/social movements shape the practice and meaning of citizenship. The paper can take the form of a critical review of the literature, a research proposal or a piece of original research. For seminar participants registered in POL 442, the paper should be about 12 pages in length (3,600 words). For seminar participants registered in POL 2405, the paper should be about 20 in length (6,000 words). You should submit a 1-page paper proposal plus a draft bibliography by Week 6 (February 10). The final draft will be due on Wednesday, April 3 on Quercus.

IMPORTANT DATES

January 19. Last day to enroll in S courses.
February 10. Paper proposal and draft bibliography due in class.
February 17-21. Reading Week.
March 15. Last day to drop S courses without academic penalty.
April 3. Classes end. Final paper due on Quercus.

LATE AND MISSED WORK POLICY

Late assignments will be subject to a late penalty of 5% per day (including weekends) of the total marks. Assignments submitted five calendar days beyond the due date will be assigned a grade of zero.
Extensions will only be granted under timely documented cases of emergency. Acceptable documentation includes doctors’ notes and letters from the Registrar’s Office.

If you miss class the day you are scheduled to present, you will be assigned a grade of zero for the presentation. Cases of emergency should be appropriately documented in a timely manner.

**COURSE COMMUNICATIONS**

I will communicate with you via your _@mail.utoronto.ca email address and via Quercus. It is your responsibility to check your institutional email and Quercus frequently. When writing to me, please include “POL2405” or “POL442” in the subject line, followed by a brief description of your message. Please allow two working days to hear back from me, unless an automatic response instructs to proceed otherwise.

**QUERCUS**

You may access the course website on Quercus through the following link: https://q.utoronto.ca. Use your UTORid and password to sign in.

Quercus will be used to access course materials and announcements, and to submit your reading responses and final paper. It is your responsibility to check it regularly.

**ACCESSIBILITY**

Students with diverse learning styles and needs are welcome in this course. In particular, if you have a disability or a health consideration that may require accommodations, please approach me directly or Accessibility Services as soon as possible.

The staff members of Accessibility Services are available by appointment to assess specific needs, provide referrals, and arrange appropriate accommodations. Their contact information is included below.

Accessibility Services  
455 Spadina Avenue, 4th Floor, Suite 400  
Phone: 416-978-8060  
E-mail: accessibility.services@utoronto.ca

**NOTICE OF COLLECTION**

The University of Toronto respects your privacy. The information on medical certificates is collected pursuant to section 2(14) of the University of Toronto Act, 1971. It is collected for the purpose of administering accommodations for academic purposes based on medical grounds. The department will maintain a record of all medical certificates received. At all times, it will be protected in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.

If you have questions, please refer to www.utoronto.ca/privacy or contact the University’s Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Office at 416-946-5835. Address: Room 201, McMurrich Bldg., 12 Queen’s Park Crescent, Toronto, ON, M5S 1A1.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

Plagiarism is an academic offence with a severe penalty. Advice on writing at the University of Toronto, and guidance on how to cite sources and how not to plagiarize can be found at http://www.writing.utoronto.ca/advice/using-sources and http://www.writing.utoronto.ca/advice/using-sources/how-not-to-plagiarize.

LAPTOP POLICY

Responsible laptop usage during class time is limited to note taking and accessing readings available electronically. Other uses are distracting to seminar participants, undermine the quality of the discussions, and therefore should be avoided. Irresponsible laptop usage will impact your final grade.

COURSE SCHEDULE

Week 1

January 6. Protest in Latin American today.

Selected blog posts, newspaper articles and podcasts.

Week 2


Recommended reading:

Week 3


Recommended reading:

Week 4

January 27. Moral economy and insurgent collective action.


Recommended reading:

Week 5

February 3. Culture, law and transnational solidarity.


Recommended reading:


Week 6

February 10. The Zapatista Rebellion.


Recommended reading:

Final paper proposal and draft bibliography due in class.

Week 7

February 18 – 21. Reading Week.

Week 8

February 24. Possibilities and limitations of neoliberal citizenship.


Recommended reading:

Week 9

March 2. Anti-racist activism.


Recommended reading:

Week 10


Recommended films:

Week 11


Recommended reading:

Week 12

March 23. Subaltern subjects and anti-extractivist struggles under leftist rule.


**Recommended reading:**

**Week 13**

*March 30. Final reflections.*

Readings TBD.

*April 3. Final paper due on Quercus.*